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2019 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Appropriations Committee - Government Operations Division 
Medora Room, State Capitol 

HB1022 
1/14/2019 

Recording Job# 30751 
 

☐ Subcommittee 
☐ Conference Committee 

 

Committee Clerk:  Sheri Lewis 

 
Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 
 
A BILL for an Act to provide an appropriation for defraying the expenses of the commission 
on legal counsel for indigents. 
 
Minutes:                                                 Attachments A and B 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Opened the hearing on HB1022. 
 
Jean Delaney, Director, ND Commission on Legal Counsel for Indigents:  See testimony 
attachment A. 
 
Vice Chairman Brandenburg:  You’re going from $17.9 million to $19 million.  The increase 
looks like $1.93 million of general funds.  You’re looking at a $13,000.00 to $14,000.00 
increase on fees.  Is that just extra fees charged or increase in fees? 
 
Aaron Petrowitz, Account Budget Specialist, ND Commission on Legal Counsel for Indigents:  
That increase is the governor’s recommendation for the salary increase.     
 
Vice Chairman Brandenburg:  So the only increases you have are for salaries?  You want 
to go to $85.00 for the professional fees? 
 
Aaron Petrowitz:  Correct. 
 
Vice Chairman Brandenburg:  For DAPL you had $1 million that we added in.  You had 
445 cases.  Where are we at with that?  Did you use it all?  Is there some left? 
 
Jean Delaney:  For DAPL we used $76,708.00 during the 2015-2017 biennium; and 
$69,676.00 for this current biennium. 
 
Vice Chairman Brandenburg:  So if there is some continuing, you’d used probably 
$200,000.00 out of that million.  Did you just have authority to use that $1 million?  Did you 
use it at all or you just used it as you needed it? 
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Aaron Petrowitz:  Any expenses we had for DAPL we submitted a reimbursement to the 
department of emergency services.  Anything that we didn’t spend we did not receive.  We’re 
probably done with this. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  With the 90% budget, you had reduced FTE’s; but the governor’s 
recommendation restored those.  Is that correct?   
 
Jean Delaney:  That’s correct. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Other than the salary benefit and retirement increase contribution.  The 
only additional ask is really for raising the fees for professional services and for the Microsoft 
Office license.  Is that correct. 
 
Jean Delaney:  What we would increase would be the Microsoft Office.  We would also ask 
for the salary increases.  We would also ask for contractor increases. 
 
Aaron Petrowitz:  The governor restored the 10% that was the reduction. 
 
Travis Fink, Deputy Director, ND Commission on Legal Counsel for Indigents:  See 
testimony attachment B. 
 
Vice Chairman Brandenburg:  I just want to thank you for your work. 
 
Travis Fink:  Our Bismarck public defender office had quite a haul. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Of those people who are leaving are those people who have been with 
the agency a long time or are they people that come on board and realize quickly it isn’t for 
them and move on? 
 
Travis Fink:  It’s varied.  We have some people who have been with us 3 to 5 years and 
have just gotten that opportunity.  We had a lot of people that started looking for employment 
after last session when they knew that there wouldn’t be any raises.  Historically, we always 
have some turnover in attorneys because they get great experience. 
 
Vice Chairman Brandenburg:  They get offers from private companies? 
 
Travis Fink:  That’s part of it.  We lose more people to the prosecutor’s office and federal 
public defender office.  In the past the state always had a better benefit package than the 
counties; but now the counties have met that and exceeded us. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  The growth in your amount of cases.  Are you seeing a rebound from 
the West again?  Where would you say the increase is coming from primarily? 
 
Travis Fink:  As the oil prices went down, people really didn’t leave; it was just more people 
were eligible for services.  As it’s come back up, we’re pretty consistent in the West.  It does 
seem like we’re getting more out of the eastern side of the state. 
 
Tony Wyler, Executive Director, ND Bar Association:  Testified in support of HB1022. 
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Chairman Vigesaa:  Closed the hearing. 
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Appropriations Committee – Government Operations Division 
Medora Room, State Capitol 

 

HB1022 
1/24/2019 

Recording Job# 31389 
 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

      Committee Clerk Signature  Sheri Lewis 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
A BILL for an Act to provide an appropriation for defraying the expenses of the commission 
on legal counsel for indigents. 
 
 

Minutes:                                                  

 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Opened the meeting on HB1022. 
 
Jean Delaney, Director, ND Commission on Legal Counsel for Indigents:  Went through 
the green sheet. 
 
Representative Bellew:  Back in 2013-2015 you had 33 employees and the next biennium 
you were up seven and you’re still at 40 FTE’s.  I’d like to hear an explanation of why you 
need to do seven extra employees.  Out of your 40 employees how many are attorneys and 
how many are support staff? 
 
Jean Delaney:  We went up seven; two were to open an office in Watford City; an attorney 
position and an administrative assistant position and there were five temporary employees 
that were turned into FTE’s. 
 
Representative Bellew:  Out of your current employees; how many attorneys, how many 
support staff, how many IT people? 
 
Jean Delaney:  We have 40 FTE’s.  Twenty of them are attorney positions, six of them are 
attorney III’s; which are the supervising attorneys in the larger offices.  Fourteen are attorney 
II positions.  We also have one temporary attorney in the Minot adjunct office.  We have 
twenty administrative in other slots.  We have one administrative assistant III, nine 
administrative assistant II’s, one accounting budget specialist III, we have one administrative 
officer I who does the HR and financial information in our office.  We have six legal assistant 
II’s, one director and one deputy director. 
 
Representative Bellew:  Can you give a list of that for the committee? 
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Jean Delaney:  I did forget that we have five temporary secretaries also. 
 
Charles Fink, Deputy Director, ND Legal Counsel for Indigent Defense:  Do you want it 
broken down by the office where they’re located as well? 
 
Representative Bellew:  That would be nice. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  The Watford City office that’s been added in the oil patch.  Since it’s 
slowed down, how has the activity in that office been?  Has it maintained fairly much? 
 
Jean Delaney:  I don’t have the exact numbers for the case assignments in McKenzie county.   
 
Charles Fink:  The numbers have stayed fairly steady.  They don’t really spike.  The biggest 
driver of the case assignments in McKenzie county track pre-oil boom.  They’re up to three 
or four full-time employees now.  We’ve struggled to find someone to staff that office. 
 
Jean Delaney:  Originally, the Williston office handled the case assignments in McKenzie 
county one or two days per month.  That is not how it is anymore. 
 
Representative Bellew:  If they are in Watford City or Williston, those are the highest paying 
jobs in the state.  What would make up the indigents there?  I don’t understand why there’d 
be the need for your staff to defend these people.    
 
Representative Kempenich:  A good example is that people show up that don’t have a clue 
and get into trouble right away.  
 
Jean Delaney:  A lot of people are very young that are making those high salaries.  They 
aren’t known for saving their salaries.  Most of what they made the previous month has been 
spent and when they get arrested they lose their job; they don’t have any assets or any 
money. 
 
Jean Delaney went through the green sheet. 
 
Representative Beadle:  Can you give us some examples of where you’ve had issues in 
trying to get attorneys to be able to fulfill this work and provide the legal counsel that’s 
necessary in certain areas?  Is that currently a significant barrier or are they just willing to 
accept it? 
 
Jean Delaney:  It’s not the same level of finding contract attorneys as it is to find attorneys 
to be employees.  It is significantly less than what people are expecting to be paid.  The 
contract attorneys have a desire to do some community service work; so they look at this 
where they’re providing a service.  They’re not necessarily expecting to get paid what they 
would as a private attorney on a private case.  They do need to cover their overhead.    
 
Representative Beadle:  Because it’s so much harder to get salaried employees, from a 
market perspective where do the salaries you offer compare to the private market and what 
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they’re able to get elsewhere?  How much farther below the market are you in terms of being 
able to provide them additional salary?  What has that done in terms of turnover and how 
long you’re able to have retention? 
 
Jean Delaney:  Our attorney III’s are paid on average $1,200.00 a month less than 
comparable positions in the state’s attorney’s office.  They would need an increase of 16% 
in order to bring them up to that same rate.  An attorney II, who would be comparable to a 
junior assistant state’s attorney, is paid $1,000.00 per month less than a comparable position 
in the state’s attorney’s office; which would be an increase of 16.5%.  They are paid 
significantly less than private attorneys and significantly less than employees in other 
governmental agencies in the state of North Dakota also.  During 2018 we had a turn over 
rate of 37.5% in FTE’s.  We lost 15 employees; eight of those left for pay.  That was the 
number one reason for leaving.  Four were terminated for performance issues and there were 
three others that left for other reasons; such as health. 
 
Representative Howe:  At this $80.00 have you had any conversations with firms that $80.00 
would be ok or is that still not enough? 
 
Jean Delaney:  I have had no conversations on whether the $80.00 would be enough.  Some 
people were excited to look at an increase to $85.00 an hour. 
 
Representative Howe:  If we set aside money for a $5.00 increase, is that $5.00 going to be 
enticing enough to do that? 
 
Jean Delaney:  I would say no.  I think $10.00 would be more enticing.  The federal public 
defender rate goes up for the contract attorneys much quicker; it was $129.00 a couple years 
ago.  It went up to $140.00 now. 
 
Jean Delaney continued with the green sheet. 
 
Representative Bellew:  When was the last time these fees were raised? 
 
Jean Delaney:  The only time the application fee was raised was during the 2013 session.  
It was raised from $25.00 to $35.00.  I don’t believe the court administration has ever been 
raised.  That was implemented in 2003 and the application fee was established in 2001.  The 
commission supports maintaining the fees at their current rate.  The fees are paid by indigent 
persons.  For some people it’s almost impossible to come up with $35.00 to apply for indigent 
defense services.   
 
Jean Delaney continued with the green sheet. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  What year was it that the $35.00 fee was raised?  
 
Jean Delaney:  In 2013. 
 
Vice Chairman Brandenburg:  How are we doing with the caseloads?  How many days are 
they sitting there to get represented? 
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Jean Delaney:  Under our standards and policies when a person applies for our services, a 
decision should be made within a day.  Within a day they should be assigned an attorney 
and within a day that attorney should have contact with the client.  That’s the goal; it doesn’t 
always happen. 
 
Vice Chairman Brandenburg:  Do you have a back log?  How can you make it better? 
 
Jean Delaney:  I think the commission does a good job of getting attorneys to get the people 
represented.  We have always tried to be good stewards of the money given to us.  
 
Representative Kempenich:  If you go to $10.00 you’re talking $1.2 million.  How do you 
come up with the $75.00?   
 
Jean Delaney:  It used to be $65.00 when it was under the supreme court.  In 2012 it was 
raised to $75.00 an hour. 
 
Representative Kempenich:  So it’s just a flat fee.  That doesn’t include the 40 that you 
employee does it? 
 
Jean Delaney:  The $75.00 is what we use if we need an outside attorney to take an hourly 
case.  We have a monthly contract to agree to take all of the cases or a percentage of the 
cases in some geographical area.  We also have hourly contracts where we need additional 
people to take cases.   
 
Representative Kempenich:  So it’s based off whatever HR has for that slot? 
 
Jean Delaney:  They are classified employees.  The attorney fees follow the definition of 
what the minimum qualifications are for an attorney III.   
 
Representative Kempenich:  On your other funds, you’re down about $1 million.  Were 
these numbers that you have in other funds actual collections or something that you 
estimated and it didn’t hit that’s why you’re looking at $1.9 million in other funds? 
 
Jean Delaney:  For the 2017-2019 it says we had $2.95 million special funds; that includes 
the $1.027 million for the DAPL cases.  We only used $76,000.00 of that. 
 
Representative Kempenich:  Can you break that down for the people that make up these 
40?  Have you inquired with the states around us are doing? 
 
Jean Delaney:  We do have some data about what other states around us are paid.  We did 
not do a separate salary survey with them. 
 
Representative Kempenich:  I’m assuming the employees you have must be fairly similar; 
it just depends on what level you’re paying them at within that grade. 
 
Jean Delaney:  Within the state, yes.   
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Jean Delaney continued with her explanation. 
 
Representative Kempenich:  Do you have numbers within your organization so we can 
compare and figure out where we need to go? 
 
Vice Chairman Brandenburg:  You have a training ground for lawyers. 
 
Jean Delaney:  If you look at the salary survey that was in my testimony from a couple of 
weeks ago, I’m confident if we could get our salaries up to where they’re compared favorably 
with the state’s attorney’s office, that we would not be coming to you for several years. 
 
Representative Kempenich:  What was your original request to OMB when you started 
putting your budget together? 
 
Jean Delaney:  We put $85.00. 
 
Representative Kempenich:  What is your experience level for your employees? 
 
Jean Delaney:  We have several attorney III’s who are really experienced and are underpaid. 
 
Jean Delaney continued with her explanation. 
 
Vice Chairman Brandenburg:  What was the turn back from the anticipated cost for DAPL? 
 
Charles Finck:  It wasn’t necessarily a turn back because that was borrowing authority.  Any 
bills that were related to DAPL we submitted to the department of emergency services and 
they facilitated the loan through the Bank of North Dakota. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Do you do any projections of going into the future of what the caseload 
might be?  Is it based purely on projected population growth of the state of North Dakota or 
do you have some other way to look out two to four years to see what the caseload might 
be? 
 
Jean Delaney:  We really can’t look into the future.  All we can do is look at what it’s been in 
the past.  Generally, it’s increased since 2011.   
 
Jean Delaney continued with her explanation. 
 
Charles Finck:  Testified in support of HB1022. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Closed the meeting. 
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31494 
 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

      Committee Clerk:  Sheri Lewis 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
A BILL for an Act to provide an appropriation for defraying the expenses of the commission 
on legal counsel for indigents. 
 

Minutes:                                                 Attachment A 

 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Opened the work session on HB1022. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  See attachment A. 
 
Representative Bellew:  They want to increase the fee by $5.00 per hour for contract 
attorneys.  I don’t have a problem with that if we can find other than general fund monies to 
pay for it.  My thoughts were that they had some indigent defense administrative fund fees 
that haven’t been raised for 16 or 17 years.  If we can raise that by $5.00 or $10.00 to pay 
for that I wouldn’t have a problem with that. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  That’s the indigent defense administration fund.  
 
Representative Bellew:  Right now it says the first $750,000.00 goes to indigent defense.  
If we could get that up to $1.35 million and give them the $5.00 raise, I wouldn’t have a 
problem with that.  
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Jean said that $5.00 probably isn’t going to help a lot.  Our members 
that aren’t here this morning were wondering if we should go higher than that to $10.00; that 
would be $1.2 million of general funds. 
 
Levi Kinnitschtzke, Analyst, ND Legislative Council:  It is established in century code.  A 
portion of the fees that the judicial branch gets is statutorily theirs.  There’s a limit of a little 
over $700,000.00 that is deposited into that fund each biennium for indigent defenses use. 
 
Representative Bellew:  Would we have to change century code to put more money into 
that so indigent defense would get it? 
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Levi Kinnitschtzke:  If the thought was to amend the fee, that is established in code so that 
would have to be amended. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Also what the fund can be used for.  It might be specifically listed for 
those two that they’ve listed here. 
 
Representative Bellew:  It says the first $750,000.00 is used indigent defense services.  The 
next $460,000.00 is for court facilities and any amount over that is split 50/50. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Hiring contract attorneys would fall under indigent defense.  That’s 
where the fees are coming from those that are being defended. 
 
Representative Beadle:  They also mentioned that it’s the only constitutional right that we 
end up making someone pay for; because they have the right to the attorney but then we 
make them pay for the attorney. 
 
Representative Bellew:  I have to pay for an attorney; and I have the right to a defense. 
 
Representative Beadle:  I’m not disagreeing with the argument in looking at using that fund 
for any regards.  That was one of the only comments they had made with regards to those 
fees. 
 
Representative Howe:  Your saying raise that $35.00 fee and the $100.00 fee to $40.00 
and $105.00? 
 
Representative Bellew:  I would like to know what kind of income that would generate and 
use the extra money for the contract attorneys. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Can you tell us what’s currently in the fund and how much it raises on 
an annual or biennial basis?  I had written down that it raised $1.85 million this biennium. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa continued with the worksheet. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  What you’re saying is rather than have the taxpayer’s pay it, have those 
that are using the system pay it. 
 
Representative Bellew:  (unintelligible response) 
 
Larry Martin, Budget Analyst, ND Office of Management and Budget:  The anticipated 
revenue is $1.8 million per biennium. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  What would be the current balance in that account? 
 
Levi Kinnitschtzke:  The sections of code that discuss the indigent defense administrative 
fund.  Those are sections 29-07-1.1 and sections 29-26-22.  Based off previous discussions 
I’ve had with Jean and her staff, it’s their belief that if the administrative fee is raised from the 
$35.00 or $100.00 court administration fee; the higher up the fee goes, their belief is more 
than likely judges will waive the fee because they feel that individuals are indigents and not 
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capable of paying it.  They feel they may receive less revenue because the fee may be 
waived. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Is the $100.00 court administration assessed to the defendant or is it 
just the $35.00? 
 
Levi Kinnitschtzke:  I believe it’s the $35.00. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Who pays the $100.00 court administration fee? 
 
Levi Kinnitschtzke: I can check into it. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  That hasn’t been changed since 2003; so that’s 16 years ago that that 
was adjusted.  You could leave the $35.00 and go to $110.00 on that.  A $10.00 increase 
over 16 years is not bad. 
 
Representative Beadle:  It would be interesting to see what percentage of the fees are 
waived currently.  I was reading 29-07-1.1 they talk about if it’s deemed a financial hardship, 
it can be waived.  It would be interesting to see of the total number of cases how many of 
them are waived, reduced and how many didn’t pay in full.  When we’re talking about the 
reimbursement for the contracted attorneys, they’re being reimbursed on an hourly basis, 
these fees are charged on a per case basis.  It would be worth taking a look to see what that 
ends up equating out to; what’s the average amount of hours an attorney is putting on each 
case that they’re contracted out for.  If we add a $5.00 fee per case and they’re working three 
or four hours for that case, it’s not going to add up. 
 
Levi Kinnitschtzke:  The $100.00 court fee is assessed to indigent person as well.  I believe 
the $100.00 fee is waived fairly often. 
 
Larry Martin:  That fund is $1 million right now. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Are we able to look back to see if it’s static or dwindling over time? 
 
Representative Mock:  It looks like they’re looking at two licenses for the Microsoft Office 
365; and yet we have the 40 FTE’s.  They are rolling all those Microsoft fees into a new line 
item.  We’re adding those license fees for everyone who doesn’t already have them. 
 
Larry Martin:  Most agencies are currently paying for services.  The Office 365 license 
covered most of their current services; they get a credit back for all of that.  The difference is 
the $1,508.00.  I heard from Becky and the fund is pretty much static. 
 
Representative Mock:  Made a motion to move the Microsoft Office 365 over. 
 
Representative Beadle:  Seconded the motion. 
 
Voice Vote made. 
 
Motion Carried. 
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Chairman Vigesaa continued with the worksheet. 
 
Representative Howe:  She said raising it to $80.00 probably wouldn’t help.  Let’s not spend 
the money if it’s not going to help anyway.  If we do raise it make it an amount that would 
actually help. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Are there any other funds that this counsel has access to for their 
funding? 
 
Levi Kinnitschke:  No. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  The bigger issue for them was the salaries of the employees. 
 
Levi Kinnitschke:  Explained how the salary increases would be reflected on the worksheet. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Under the executive budget recommendations salary increase was 
$302,000.00 and it went all the way down to $180,000.00 when we switched it to 2%/2%.  
Would that account for that much of a difference? 
 
Levi Kinnitschke:  Yes, that’s about 60%. 
 
Representative Bellew:  If we do decide to do the fees, we need to amend the century code? 
 
Levi Kinnitschke:  That’s correct. 
 
Representative Bellew:  In century code it says indigent defense gets the first $750,000.00; 
can we amend that to say they get the first $1.35 million? 
 
Levi Kinnitschke:  That’s correct. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  That continuing appropriation, does that need to be moved over to the 
House version? 
 
Levi Kinnitschke:  If the committee did decide to amend any section of code, we would 
include that on this sheet.  It would be an additional section in the bill. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa continued with the worksheet. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Closed the discussion. 
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Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
A BILL for an Act to provide an appropriation for defraying the expenses of the commission 
on legal counsel for indigents. 
 

Minutes:                                                 Attachments A and B 

 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Brought the committee to order. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Discussed the worksheet.  Attachment A. 
 
Representative Bellew:  I would be willing to give it to them but only in the other funds 
category; not general funds. 
 
Representative Kempenich:  There’s a constitutional issue because there’s nothing in the 
constitution that says you have to pay for a defense.  I think we’ve tried that in the past and I 
don’t think they collect what we think they do. 
 
Representative Bellew:  They’ve collected on average $1.875 million.  If we raise it by 
$500,000.00 and we give them the first $1.3 million that would take care of that. 
 
Representative Kempenich:  It’s frustrating about this budget because it’s all self-inflicted. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  I’m looking at the breakdown for expenses.  Is your travel a fairly 
accurate number? 
 
Aaron Petrowitz, Budget Specialist, ND Commission on Legal Counsel for Indigents:  
Our biggest would be the fees for professional services.  The travel general stays pretty 
similar.  
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  You rent hasn’t changed much. 
 
Aaron Petrowitz:  No.  The landlord puts a 2% increase in every once in a while. 
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Jean Delaney, Director, ND Commission on Legal Counsel for Indigents:  The rent in 
Williston did go down, we moved into a smaller, cheaper place.  We’ll be closing the Watford 
City office and moving that attorney position to Fargo.  It might result in some higher travel 
costs when attorneys have to travel from Williston and Dickinson to Watford City. 
 
Representative Beadle:  Can you give us the breakdown of where you have the different 
offices located and how many people are in the offices? 
 
Jean Delaney:  Referenced testimony from attachment A on January 14, 2019. 
 
Representative Beadle:  With regard to these different offices, do you have leases coming 
due?  Do you have a rental schedule of what each of the offices is costing you for operation? 
 
Jean Delaney continued with her list. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  If we raised the $35.00 to $40.00 and then the first $1.35 million 
collected and the next $460,000.00 collected for court facilities; the extra $600,000.00 we 
would be adding to that first $750,000.00 would be considered special funds.  Is that how 
that would be considered? 
 
Levi Kinnitschtzke, Analyst, ND Legislative Council:  I believe you’re on the right track.  
The total fixed amount in century code would be $1,810.000.00 and then $460,000.00 to the 
courts.  Based off of current collections, the variable amount that allows for the two agencies 
to split the other revenue 50/50 would result in another $1.1 million.  The total increase would 
be around $435,000.00. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Were you thinking of the $600,000.00 that’s current in the budget from 
general funds or is this an additional $600,000.00? 
 
Representative Bellew:  The $600,000.00 that the governor recommended in general funds 
would be special funds. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  The request for the $5.00 wouldn’t necessarily be $5.00 depending on 
collections. 
 
Representative Bellew:  Exactly.  They estimate that they’ll collect $1.85 million this 
biennium.   
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  That $1.85 million that’s collected, that is used for other purposes as 
well.  Correct? 
 
Levi Kinnitschtzke:  That’s correct.  It’s for various operating expenses of the department.  
Would you be proposing raising both of the fees? 
 
Representative Bellew:  Just the $35.00 to $40.00. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  The $600,000.00 would turn into $400,000.00 if we went that direction. 
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Levi Kinnitschtzke:  It’s my understanding that the $35.00 fee that is the one that’s waived 
more often; so that one may not generate as much revenue.  The $100.00 court fee is 
charged not just to indigents; that’s charged to everyone.  That’s why the court shares in that. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  The $100.00 hasn’t been raised since 2003.   
 
Representative Bellew:  It’s never been raised. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  If we raised that court fee to $110.00 how much additional would that 
raise? 
 
Aaron Petrowitz:  You could look at what was collected last biennium and add 10% to it.  By 
the fee raising I’m not sure if it would get collected less. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Do you have what was collected in court fees? 
 
Aaron Petrowitz:   It would have roughly been $2.7 million. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  The court administration fee is recorded separately.  You know how 
many dollars is just in that fund alone that you have collected? 
 
Aaron Petrowitz:  Yes. 
 
Vice Chairman Brandenburg:  By increasing the $100.00 fee, you’re saying that we can put 
some more into this; but not raising it from $35.00 to $40.00? 
 
Levi Kinnitschtzke:  Based off of my understanding of how those fees are collected that the 
$35.00; if we increase that it may or may not generate additional revenue.  The court 
administration fee may be a more viable option. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Could you put something together? 
 
Levi Kinnitschtzke:  Instead of changing century code to change those limitations for each 
agency, you could increase the fee a further amount and rely on the 50/50 split.  Then you 
would raise the total amount for each agency.   
 
Levi Kinnitschtzke:  Explained attachment B. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  That doesn’t affect what the courts get? 
 
Levi Kinnitschtzke:  If we didn’t change the statutory limit that’s what the difference could 
be.  
 
Levi Kinnitschtzke continued with his explanation. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Closed the meeting.   
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Recording Job# 32104 
 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

      Committee Clerk: Sheri Lewis 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
A BILL for an Act to provide an appropriation for defraying the expenses of the commission 
on legal counsel for indigents. 
 

Minutes:                                                 Attachments A and B 

 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Opened the discussion on HB1022. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  See attachment A. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  There’s a bill that raised the cap of funds that go into this fund for 
legal counsel for indigents from $650,000.00 to $750,000.00 per biennium. 
 
Becky Keller, Analyst, ND Office of Management and Budget:  It’s HB1516. 
 
Chris Kadrmas, Analyst, ND Legislative Council:  See attachment B. 
 
Representative Kempenich:  This is all going up $15.00 from what it currently is? 
 
Chris Kadrmas:  Yes. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  That fund that’s referenced, is that the same fund that we’re talking 
about in their agency bill? 
 
Chris Kadrmas:  That’s correct. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  That minus $330,000.00; is that affecting someone? 
 
Chris Kadrmas continued with his explanation. 
 
Representative Kempenich:  Until this is passed, we can’t assume. 
 
Chris Kadrmas:  HB1516 is in full House Appropriations. 
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Chairman Vigesaa:  Closed the discussion 
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Recording Job# 32032 
 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

      Committee Clerk Signature  Sheri Lewis 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
A BILL for an Act to provide an appropriation for defraying the expenses of the commission 
on legal counsel for indigents. 
 

Minutes:                                                  

 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Opened the meeting on HB1022. 
 
Roll call taken. 
 
Levi Kinnitschtzke, Analyst, ND Legislative Council:  In HB1516 the fee that’s discussed 
in that bill is not the fee that’s discussed in the budget bill.   
 
Representative Bellew:  Let’s forget about it this half and do it in conference committee. 
 
Representative Howe:  That $5.00 increase, they said it wouldn’t help them anyway. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa continued discussing the budget. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa: Closed the meeting. 
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Recording Job# 32159 
 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

      Committee Clerk Signature  Sheri Lewis 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
A BILL for an Act to provide an appropriation for defraying the expenses of the commission 
on legal counsel for indigents. 
 

Minutes:                                                 Attachment A. 

 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Opened the meeting on HB1022. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  See attachment A. 
 
Vice Chairman Brandenburg:  I don’t think they’re looking for that anyway.  They’re looking 
to get more money for their attorneys so they can match up with the state’s attorney. 
 
Representative Mock:  Made a motion to accept the amendment. 
 
Representative Beadle:  Seconded the motion. 
 
Voice Vote made. 
 
Motion Carried. 
 
Vice Chairman Brandenburg:  Made a motion for a “Do Pass as Amended”. 
 
Representative Howe:  Seconded the motion. 
 
Roll Call Vote:  7 Yeas 0 Nays 0 Absent 
 
Motion Carried. 
 
Chairman Vigesaa:  Closed the discussion. 
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☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

      Committee Clerk: Risa Bergquist 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
 
 

Minutes:                                                  

 
Chairman Delzer: Called the meeting to order for HB 1022 
 
Representative Howe: (Amendment .01001) HB 1022 is the budget for legal counsel for 
indigents, pretty simple budget. If you look at the SPA you will see the 2 and 2 increase and 
then you will see the funding for office 365, those where our only changes. There were some 
questions about the DAPL fund and the department had said that most if not all the money 
has been paid. Last session we gave them borrowing authority of just over a million dollars, 
during the 2015/2017 biennium they used 76thousand and 69 thousand during the last 
biennium.  
 
Chairman Delzer: Are they asking for that as a deficiency appropriation?  
 
Representative Brandenburg: If I remember right, they were given a line of credit but only 
requested it when they used it.   
 
Chairman Delzer: But it has to be paid back somewhere, I am wondering if they paid it back 
or if it’s requested in the deficiency appropriation. 
 
Alex Cronquist LC: The introduced SB 2024 doesn’t have any funding in it.  
 
Representative Howe: (Continuing) There are two funds with this bill, the general fund and 
the indigents defense administration fund.  
 
Chairman Delzer: They receive a little bit of money from the court filing fees.  
 
Representative Howe: There’s a 35-dollar fee for court appoint defense services and then 
100-dollar court administration fee for criminal cases. 
 
Chairman Delzer: Questions by the committee?  
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Representative Howe: Move to amend 19.0210.01001 to HB 1022 
 
Representative Beadle: Second  
 
Chairman Delzer: Any further discussion? Voice vote. Motion Carries  
 
Representative Howe: Make a motion to Do Pass as Amended. 
 
 Representative Vigesaa: Second  
 
Chairman Delzer: Any further discussion? We will take a roll call vote.  
 
A Roll Call vote was taken. Yea:     21         Nay:    0         Absent: 0 
 
Representative Howe will carry the bill.  
 
Chairman Delzer: With that we will close this meeting.  
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